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Detection of protein complexes and their structures is crucial for understanding their role
in the basic biology of organisms. Computational docking methods can provide researchers
with a good starting point for the analysis of protein complexes. However, these methods
are often not accurate and their results need to be further re¯ned to improve interface
packing. In this paper, we introduce a re¯nement method that incorporates evolutionary
information into a novel scoring function by employing Evolutionary Trace (ET)-based
scores. Our method also takes Van der Waals interactions into account to avoid atomic
clashes in re¯ned structures. We tested our method on docked candidates of eight protein
complexes and the results suggest that the proposed scoring function helps bias the search
toward complexes with native interactions. We show a strong correlation between evolutionary-conserved residues and correct interface packing. Our re¯nement method is able to
produce structures with better lRMSD (least RMSD) with respect to the known complexes
and lower energies than initial docked structures. It also helps to ¯lter out false-positive
complexes generated by docking methods, by detecting little or no conserved residues on false
interfaces. We believe this method is a step toward better ranking and prediction of protein
complexes.
Keywords: Docking re¯nement; interface conservation; evolutionary trace.
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1. Introduction
Protein complexes play a central role in cellular organization and function, ion
transport and regulation, signal transduction, protein degradation, and transcriptional regulation.1 Since the three-dimensional structure and the functionality of
proteins are closely related to each other, detection of protein complexes and their
structures is crucial for understanding the role of protein complexes in the basic
biology of organisms.
Predicting the structure of a complex formed by assembling multiple chains is a
di±cult problem to solve in wet labs. Computational methods can become very
useful where experimental methods fall short and provide researchers a good starting
point for the analysis of protein complexes. Computational docking methods use
structural and geometric search techniques and physico-chemical ¯lters to model
complex binding and rank computed structures according to energetic criteria using
scoring functions. These scoring functions typically focus on electrostatic, Van der
Waals (VdW), and hydrostatic interactions, similarity to experimental structures; or
agreement with other experimental data.26 The results generated by such computational methods are expected to be low-energy structures that are similar to the
native complex structures.
Unfortunately, computational docking methods are not complete: low-energy
structures often disagree with NMR data.7 Recent CAPRI (Critical Assessment of
PRedicted Interactions) rounds show an important observation2: even the most
accurate methods predict only about 50% of the targets. Moreover, computational
docking methods often produce, in addition to near-native but slightly incorrect
complexes, a large number of low-energy false positive complexes, where the two
proteins are bound on the wrong interface. Therefore, the results of computational
docking methods need to be further re¯ned in order to obtain native-like structures,
and their ability to detect the correct binding interface needs to be improved. Usage
of re¯nement methods on protein complexes is not limited to computational docking
methods; structures obtained by experimental methods can also be re¯ned.
In this paper we present a novel docking re¯nement method based on evolutionary information to better discriminate native-like from decoy structures for the
proteinprotein docking results and improve interface packing. The main idea
is that proteins tend to preserve their functionally important amino acids, which
play a part in interacting with its partner proteins, throughout the evolution.8,9
Additionally, functionally important amino acids of di®erent interacting chains are
expected to be close to each other on the interface. Recent methods using sequence
conservation through evolutionary traces (ET)9,11,12 allow detecting binding interfaces in silico. Our method makes use of this information by employing a novel
scoring function based on evolutionary conservation, in addition to the conventional
VdW energy term, and drives the search toward conformations which have those
functionally important amino acids positioned close to each other on each chain. The
scoring function iteratively detects top-scoring transformations at each stage of
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the re¯nement process to improve interface packing. It employs a greedy approach to
avoid exponential growth of the putative complexes and speed up the search. The
method explained below can be readily extended to run on complexes containing any
number of chains and not just dimers.
We employed our re¯nement method to eight docked complexes with known
native structures and compared them to the input complexes by means of lRMSD to
the native complex and their potential energy. We show that our new scoring scheme
exhibits a strong correlation between the conservation score and the native interfaces, and results in re¯ned docked complexes with lower lRMSD with respect to the
native structure, as well as lower potential energy, than the input complexes. In other
words, we show that our method can guide the search toward more native-like
complexes. Furthermore, we show the ability of our method to detect false positives
among the docked complexes. Docking methods often result in a large number of
putative complexes, many of which dock the two input proteins at the completely
wrong interface. When testing our method on such false positive complexes, we
detected very few conserved residues on the bound interface, as opposed to nearnative structures, which contained a large number of conserved residues. This shows
that our method can potentially be used to distinguish falsely docked complexes from
near-native complexes and improve the performance of ranking functions.
2. Methods
2.1. Overview
The input to our program is a protein complex structure generated by a docking
method. The re¯nement proceeds in cycles where each cycle seeks to improve the
conformation of one unit with respect to the other one. A unit corresponds to a single
chain in this paper, however, it can also correspond to a combination of chains if this
method is extended to run on complexes containing any number of chains and not
just dimers.14 The improvements are done via rigid-body rotations. The search to
improve these conformations focuses on their vicinity in order to keep the computational costs low and avoid large changes to the structure. Units are rotated by a
random angle within a prede¯ned range around an arbitrary axis passing through the
centroid of the unit. Each rotation results in a new conformation and these randomly
generated conformations are ranked using a novel ET-based interface scoring function. This process is repeated multiple times to obtain better re¯nement results.
However, only k top-scoring conformations are further re¯ned in the next iteration to
avoid the exponential growth of the search space.
After a set of new top conformations is obtained for the selected pair of units, the
results are energy minimized for 200 steps to resolve local clashes using NAMD13 at
the end of each cycle. We used a very small number of minimization steps to locally
relax the structure without causing large changes to the overall conformation. The
output of the program is the top-k conformations generated at the last cycle, which
are all re¯ned versions of the input structure. It should be noted that while in this
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work we present the results of our method on dimers, it can be easily extended to
complexes of more than two chains using an iterative re¯nement process. This is the
subject of ongoing and future work in our group.
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2.2. Creating random conformations with uniform distribution
In our previous work,14 we followed a systematic approach when creating conformations. For each input conformation, rotations were performed around the X; Y ,
and Z coordinate axes from 5  to 5  , resulting in 30 new conformations. In this
work we take a probabilistic approach that expands our search space. For each input
conformation, 100 random conformations are generated by rotations around an
arbitrary axis15 passing through the centroid of the unit. Both the rotation angle and
the rotation axis are selected randomly from a uniformly distributed set.
Since our method assumes a roughly correctly docked conformation as the input
and seeks to re¯ne it through small rotations without drastically altering the overall
shape, we consider 5  to 5  a reasonable range for rotations.
We select the arbitrary rotation axis from the set of all three-dimensional unit
vectors in a unit sphere whose center is at the centroid of the chain. A threedimensional vector V can be represented by two angles: the angle between V and
X-axis () and the angle between V and Z-axis (). Then the x; y; z components of V
can be expressed as following:
Vx ¼ cos 
Vy ¼ sin 
Vz ¼ cos 

ð1Þ

The arbitrary rotation axis is then selected among 360  360 three-dimensional unit
vectors by randomly selecting  and  values from integers between 1 to 360. Hence,
we not only take a probabilistic approach as opposed to a systematic approach but
also consider a signi¯cantly wider search space for the rotation compared to our
previous work.14
2.3. Scoring function
The scoring function that the search seeks to optimize is computed for the set of
interface atoms, which is de¯ned for each chain as the atoms within at most 6 Å
distance to the adjacent chain atoms. In our previous work,13 the scoring function
used a term that consists of e®ective distance restraints3 and a molecular surface
complementarity function12 based on evolutionary conservation of residues, as well
as the usual VdW and electrostatic terms taken from the AMBER ®03 force
¯eld.16 In this paper, we introduce a novel scoring function term for calculating
the interface conservation based on ET scores of each interface residue, which
we describe below. In addition, we analyze the correlation between lRMSD values
and each of VdW, electrostatic, e®ective distance restraint, and conservation
terms.
1242002-4
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2.3.1. Conservation term of the scoring function
Our quest for this term was based on the ¯nding that \a protein family should
conserve its functional sites and have a distinctly lower mutation rate at these
sites".9 In other words, the functionally important surfaces of proteins should consist
of highly conserved residues. Through experiments with native structures of di®erent
proteins we examined whether atoms of conserved residues create clusters around
interfaces. We indeed observed such clusters on interfaces (see Sec. 3). It is worth
noting that such clusters were also visible on other parts of these proteins. We believe
this may be due to protein allostery and the fact that many proteins have multiple
interaction sites.
We obtain the ET rank ¯les for each protein from the Evolutionary Trace
Server,10 which are produced by a sequence analysis on homologous proteins.9 For
each interface atom, we de¯ne the evolutionary conservation value as in Eq. (2),
where residueRank is the ET rank value of the residue that the atom belongs to,  is
the mean of ET rank values of residues in the chain, and  is the standard deviation
of ET rank values of residues in the chain. This is a simpli¯ed version of the function
we used previously.12,13 We found that this simpli¯ed version creates signi¯cantly
better correlation with lRMSD values.
ci ¼ ð  residueRankÞ=

ð2Þ

For lower ET rank values, which represent lower mutation rates, conservation values
will be higher. Similarly, ET rank values larger than the mean will have negative
conservation values. Atoms with positive conservation values are considered
conserved.
The conservation term of our interface scoring function is then de¯ned as in
Eq. (3), where f, the conservation value for the interface atom pair i and j, is de¯ned
as in Eq. (4). In this manner, each interface atom i on one unit and interface atom j
on the other unit are considered in computing the conservation term.
Econservation ¼

X

ð3Þ

fði; jÞ
i;j

fði; jÞ ¼


ci  cj if ci < 0 and
ci  cj
otherwise

cj < 0

ð4Þ

It is important to make sure that Econservation is not biased toward conformations
with larger interfaces. For example, consider two di®erent hypothetical conformations: one with an interface of 1000 atoms where 300 of them are conserved, and
the other with an interface of 300 atoms where 200 of them are conserved. In such
cases, the former should not be preferred over the latter by simply considering
the number of conserved atoms on the interface. Therefore, non-conserved atoms
(i.e. atoms with negative conservation values) are set to have negative impact on the
calculation.
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2.3.2. Scoring function terms and lRMSD correlation analysis
In order to improve and validate our scoring function, we performed a detailed
correlation analysis between the lRMSD values and each of VdW, electrostatic,
e®ective distance restraint, and conservation terms. For each protein, we created
1000 random conformations from the same initial docked structure as described in
Sec. 2.2. Each conformation's lRMSD value with respect to the known native
structure is computed along with values of VdW, electrostatic, e®ective distance
restraint, and conservation terms.
Table 1 shows the correlation coe±cients for proteins 1C1Y-AB, 1CSE-EI, 1DS6AB, 1FLT-VY, 1IKN-AC, 1TX4-AB, and 1WWW-WY, where the ¯rst four
characters represent the PDB ID for each structure (e.g. 1C1Y) and the last two
characters after the dash represent the docked chains (e.g. chain A and chain B).
Also, Fig. 1 displays the plots of correlation between lRMSD and minimized VdW,
electrostatic, e®ective distance restraint, and conservation terms for protein 1C1Y.
Due to limited space, the correlation plots of other proteins are provided in the
Supplemental Materials. As seen in Table 1 and Fig. 1(c), the proposed conservation
term has a strong negative correlation with lRMSD for all proteins except 1IKN-AC.
In other words, higher conservation values result in lower lRMSD results. On the
other hand, electrostatic and e®ective distance restraint terms calculated for interface atoms did not show signi¯cant correlation with lRMSD. In particular, we
observed almost a random walk relationship between interface electrostatic energy
and lRMSD in all proteins.
2.3.3. Putting it all together
As discussed above, the proposed conservation term shows strong negative correlation with lRMSD values. Therefore, we build our scoring function based on this
term to discriminate native-like structures from decoy ones. In addition to the
conservation term, we use minimized VdW term to eliminate structures with
clashing atoms. We calculate \soft" Van der Waals term, EVdW , as in Eq. (5), which

Table 1. Correlation coe±cients between lRMSD and di®erent energy terms.
Protein

VdW

Electrostatic

Distance Restraint

Conservation

1C1Y-AB
1CSE-EI
1DS6-AB
1FLT-VY
1IKN-AC
1TX4-AB
1WWW-WY

0.32
0.56
0.19
0.56
0.56
0.78
0.76

0.30
0.11
0.35
0.13
0.45
0.03
0.24

0.30
0.79
0.04
0.55
0.60
0.57
0.74

0.84
0.57
0.81
0.52
0.25
0.56
0.70

Note: The conservation term shows a strong negative correlation with lRMSD.
Electrostatic and e®ective distance restraint terms calculated for interface
atoms do not show signi¯cant correlation with lRMSD.
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(a) 1C1Y Van der Waals vs. lRMSD

(b) 1C1Y electrostatic vs. lRMSD

(c) 1C1Y conservation vs. lRMSD

(d) 1C1Y distance restraint vs. lRMSD

Fig. 1. Correlations between lRMSD values and Van der Waals, electrostatic, e®ective distance restraint
and conservation terms for 1C1Y.

is explained in our previous work.13
X
EVdW ¼


"

atom pairs

rij
dij

9




rij
dij

Etotal ¼ EVdW  Econservation

 6

ð5Þ
ð6Þ

Electrostatic and e®ective distance restraint terms are not incorporated into the
scoring function to avoid impairing the correlation provided by the conservation term.
Especially the electrostatic term would have large enough values to suppress the other
terms and could bias the search in wrong directions with its random-walk-like behavior.
We did, however, include the electrostatic term when minimizing the re¯ned structures.
3. Results
We tested our re¯nement method on structures that are docked in silico by Shehu Lab for
modeling the protein complexes with the following PDB IDs: 1C1Y, 1CSE, 1DS6, 1FLT,
1G4U, 1IKN, 1TX4, and 1WWW. Shehu Lab uses a method based on geometric hashing
to produce dimeric structures from two disjoint molecules.17,18 We compare the lRMSD
values of those docked structures and their re¯ned versions by our method against the
1242002-7
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native structures. Most of the re¯ned structures produced by our method have better
lRMSD values than the initial structures with respect to the native structures.
For each docked structure, the re¯nement is performed iteratively in two steps. In
the ¯rst step, 100 random conformations are generated from the input docked structure as described in Sec. 2.2. These 100 conformations are ranked using our scoring
function and the best 10 conformations with lowest interface energies are fed into the
second step for further re¯nement. In the second step, 100 new random conformations
are created for each of the 10 conformations produced in the ¯rst step. Then, these 1000
new conformations, created in the second step, are ranked via the scoring function and
the best 10 conformations with lowest interface energies are returned. We found that
further iterations do not signi¯cantly improve the quality of the results.
Re¯nement results of our program for 1C1Y-AB, 1CSE-EI, 1DS6-AB, 1FLT-VY,
1IKN-AC, 1TX4-AB, and 1WWW-WY, are shown in Table 2. In addition, a correlation chart between total interface energy and lRMSD for each protein docked
structure is depicted in Fig. 2.
Table 2. Re¯nement results. lRMSD values in Å with respect to the native structure, total number of
interface atoms, and number of conserved interface atoms are shown for the initial docked structures and
the top-10 solutions generated by our method for each initial docked structure.
lRMSD
Total int. size
Cons. int. size

1C1Y
5.46
813
613

Sol1
4.35
620
505

Sol2
4.42
680
541

Sol3
4.77
665
537

Sol4
4.50
689
547

Sol5
4.32
646
516

Sol6
4.42
662
528

Sol7
4.91
665
537

Sol8
4.49
658
528

Sol9
4.73
683
548

Sol10
4.69
682
546

lRMSD
Total int. size
Cons. int. size

1CSE
3.35
879
530

Sol1
2.58
709
450

Sol2
2.58
725
467

Sol3
2.64
744
482

Sol4
2.56
722
466

Sol5
2.67
735
476

Sol6
2.65
732
474

Sol7
2.66
713
451

Sol8
2.66
724
466

Sol9
2.58
716
455

Sol10
2.62
729
471

lRMSD
Total int. size
Cons. int. size

1DS6
4.32
1523
1006

Sol1
4.08
1310
953

Sol2
4.18
1234
902

Sol3
4.00
1326
952

Sol4
4.11
1246
904

Sol5
4.04
1284
921

Sol6
4.07
1287
924

Sol7
4.12
1248
902

Sol8
4.04
1363
972

Sol9
4.02
969
1361

Sol10
4.06
912
1270

lRMSD
Total int. size
Cons. int. size

1FLT
6.00
711
326

Sol1
5.55
526
226

Sol2
5.76
549
241

Sol3
4.90
514
219

Sol4
5.05
522
222

Sol5
5.25
524
224

Sol6
5.36
539
238

Sol7
5.06
528
231

Sol8
5.32
532
231

Sol9
5.89
556
244

Sol10
5.18
527
227

lRMSD
Total int. size
Cons. int. size

IKN
5.19
81
72

Sol1
5.47
110
91

Sol2
5.90
107
91

Sol3
5.85
105
90

Sol4
5.86
107
92

Sol5
5.82
107
92

Sol6
5.48
104
89

Sol7
5.43
105
89

Sol8
5.81
106
91

Sol9
5.83
106
90

Sol10
6.00
103
90

lRMSD
Total int. size
Cons. int. size

ITX4
5.19
2909
2151

Sol1
4.94
2695
2035

Sol2
5.00
2761
2074

Sol3
4.88
2693
2030

Sol4
5.19
2865
2139

Sol5
5.15
2857
2133

Sol6
5.13
2863
2142

Sol7
5.06
2779
2079

Sol8
5.16
2868
2135

Sol9
5.12
2774
2078

Sol10
5.11
2872
2142

lRMSD
Total int. size
Cons. int. size

IWWW
5.56
834
485

Sol1
4.91
437
261

Sol2
4.87
402
234

Sol3
4.89
426
251

Sol4
4.85
378
215

Sol5
4.95
441
262

Sol6
4.93
450
269

Sol7
4.83
391
227

Sol8
4.83
393
227

Sol9
5.05
462
280

Sol10
4.97
420
246
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(a) 1C1Y Total energy vs. lRMSD

(b) 1CSE Total energy vs. lRMSD

(c) 1DS6 Total energy vs. lRMSD

(d) 1FLT Total energy vs. lRMSD

(e) 1IKN Total energy vs. lRMSD

(f) 1TX4 Total energy vs. lRMSD

(g) 1WWW Total energy vs. lRMSD
Fig. 2. Correlations between lRMSD values and total energy values computed by our scoring function.
For 1C1Y-AB, 1CSE-EI, 1DS6-AB, 1FLT-VY, 1TX4-AB, and 1WWW-WY, conformations with lower
interface energy values tend to have lower lRMSD values and are closer to the native conformation. Notice
the change of scale in the y-axis due to the di®erence in the interface size.
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For 1C1Y-AB, 1CSE-EI, 1DS6-AB, 1FLT-VY, 1TX4-AB, and 1WWW-WY, we
see clearly in Fig. 2 that conformations with lower interface energy values tend to
have lower lRMSD values and are closer to the native conformation:
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.

for 1C1Y-AB, our solutions improve lRMSD values up to 21% and all 10 solutions
are better than the input docked structure,

(a) 1C1Y input

(b) 1C1Y re¯ned

(c) 1C1Y native

(d) 1FLT input

(e) 1FLT re¯ned

(f) 1FLT native

Fig. 3. Interface atoms are represented as spheres for the initial docked structures (left column), the
re¯ned structures (middle column) and the native structures (right column).
1242002-10
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(g) 1CSE input

(h) 1CSE re¯ned

(i) 1CSE native

(j) 1WWW input

(k) 1WWW re¯ned

(l) 1WWW native

Fig. 3.

.
.
.
.
.

(Continued )

for 1CSE-EI, our solutions improve lRMSD values up to 23% and all 10 solutions
are better than the input docked structure,
for 1DS6-AB, our solutions improve lRMSD values up to 7% and all 10 solutions
are better than the input docked structure,
for 1FLT-VY, our solutions improve lRMSD values up to 19% and all 10 solutions
are better than the input docked structure,
for 1TX4-AB, our solutions improve lRMSD values up to 6% and 9 out of 10
solutions are better than the input docked structure,
for 1WWW-WY, our solutions improve lRMSD values up to 14% and all 10
solutions are better than the input docked structure.

On the other hand, for 1IKN-AC, none of our solutions has lower lRMSD value than
the input docked structure. We believe this could be because the interface between
chain A and chain C is very small (only 81 atoms) compared to other proteins. In
fact, as shown in Table 1, the correlation coe±cient between conservation term and
1242002-11
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lRMSD for this structure shows weaker correlation in the opposite direction. We plan
to investigate this in the future.
The initial docked structure for 1G4U-RS is another interesting test case, with a
16.52 Å lRMSD value. It was docked on the wrong surface and it was clearly a bad
re¯nement candidate to start with because such big errors cannot be corrected with
small scale rotations. Thus when we ran our program on this structure, the lRMSD
values did not improve. Nevertheless, we observed that the Econservation values °uctuated from the order of 10 5 to 0. Especially the worst lRMSD values had Econservation
values close to 0. Normally, the Econservation values stay in the range of 10 4 to 10 5 for
each structure we tested. We believe this is a promising hint for using our method to
distinguish falsely docked complexes from near-native complexes and improve the
performance of ranking functions.
4. Discussion
In this work we present a docking re¯nement method that takes as input a docked
complex and uses evolutionary conservation information to generate a set of re¯ned
structures with better interface packing. Our method conducts a local greedy geometry-based search in the con¯guration space for improved binding con¯gurations,
picking the top-k con¯gurations at each iteration to avoid exponential growth in the
number of tested con¯gurations. We rank the resulting complexes using a novel
scoring function based on evolutionary conservation, in addition to the conventional
VdW energy term. These terms bias the search toward complexes with evolutionarily
conserved residues on the binding interface, and rewards con¯gurations where such
conserved residues on the di®erent monomers face each other on the binding site.
Such a scoring function can help us re¯ne and re-rank putative docked complexes
such that complexes with more conserved residues on the interface will get higher
score. In our experiments, we found a strong negative correlation between the evolutionary conservation score and the lRMSD from the native structure. These
encouraging results show that near-native complexes indeed tend to have more
conserved residues on the interface than false-positive docked complexes. Moreover,
we tested our method on several false-positive docking results, where the two
monomers were docked at the completely wrong interface. Our results show that
these false interfaces contain little or no conserved residues, which makes our method
a useful tool to ¯lter out these false-positives and improve the ranking of docking
methods. This is especially important due to the fact that even the state-of-the-art
geometry-based docking methods are still lacking when it comes to correctly predicting the binding interface.
Current and future work includes extending our method to complexes containing
more than two monomers and testing more powerful and sophisticated ways to
search in the vicinity of the docked complex, adding local °exibility and physicochemical interactions on the binding interface to the current geometry-based
search.
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